MATTRESS CARRIER
Canvas bag with sewn webbing handles on the ends allows for easy transportation of mattresses. Bag also protects mattress from damage or dirt. Sewn webbing handles extend 42” down each side and under carrier to increase durability and strength. Show your customers you care while reducing damage claims.
Model # MC-1

FOREARM FORKLIFT
Lifting straps for the professional mover. 2” webbing straps run under the item you are carrying with end loops for your forearms to go through to aide with lifting and balance of large bulky items. Designed to take the strain off of your back. Makes every item you carry seem lighter. Perfect for washers & dryers, refrigerators, hutches, mattresses, big screen T.V.s and more.
Model # FF

SHOULDER DOLLY
Webbing harness attaches to upper body and shoulders with straps that run underneath larger items to make moving them a breeze. The Shoulder Dolly system utilizes safe lifting technique, substantially reducing risk of injury to the lower back. Perfect for washers & dryers, refrigerators, hutches, mattresses, big screen T.V.s and more. 400 lb. weight capacity.
Model # SD101
Rubber Bands
Oversized rubber bands hold your furniture pads and covers securely in place. Four sizes ensure you will have the fit you need. Sold by the dozen.

Model # MRB-S  Small (Beige)
Approx 50” slack circumference

Model # MRB-M  Medium (Green)
Approx 60” slack circumference

Model # MRB-L  Large (Blue)
Approx 72” slack circumference

Model # MRB-XL Large (Red)
Approx 84” slack circumference

Rubber Band Holder
Triple hook holder hooks on to your truck’s e-track. Keep your rubber bands easy to reach and off of the floor, while keeping your sizes separated.

Model # RBH-1

Fiberglass Ladder
Heavy-duty movers’ ladder has steps on both sides permitting two men to work together. Available in wood or fiberglass. Non-slip rubber shoes on bottom of legs help keep ladder stable. 250 lb. capacity.

Model # FL-6  6’ Tall
Model # FL-8  8’ Tall
Model # WL-6  6’ Tall
Model # WL-8  8’ Tall

Pad Pallet
Stack furniture pads neatly in your van. 1/2” plywood top with 2” x 2” runners keep pads off of the floor and dry. Use part #46328-15, all purpose strap to help secure pads in place during drives.

Model # VE-19  24” x 40”
Model # VE-21  18” x 40”
EZ GLIDE APPLIANCE MAT
Appliance protection mat. Made from high Impact plastic. Handle allows you to slide appliance with ease. Prevents damage to tile, hardwood or vinyl floors! Easy Storage 1/8" thick - Size 30” x 48”
Model # EZ-GLIDE

RUBBER FLOOR RUNNER
Our top of the line floor runners look as good as they work. Non-slip neoprene is perfect for hardwood, tile and carpets. Available in red or blue. 27” wide rolls.
Model # RR-20 Red - 20’
Model # BR-20 Blue - 20’
Model # RR-180 Red - 180’
Model # BR-180 Blue - 180’

COVER GRIP FLOOR RUNNER
8 oz. canvas - double stitched safety borders. Rubberized PVC dots grip all surfaces. The dots are rounded so they grip under weight. “The greater the load, the more they hold”
Model # CG-15 27” x 15’ Long
Model # CG-20 27” x 20’ Long
CARPET SHIELD
Three-mil thick polyethylene film with a pressure sensitive adhesive applied to one side. Once you put it down, it stays where you put it, until you pull it up. Lay down one strip to create a lane or side-by-side rows to cover wider areas. For carpet use only.
30" W x 200’ L
Model # PM-30

FORM HOLDER
Aluminum form holder keeps your forms neat, clean and business like. Cover keeps top sheets clean. Spring loaded safety back holds forms securely in place. Storage compartment opens only when safety lock is released. Close the top cover for the perfect writing surface.
Model # 149H  8 1/2” x 14”
Model # 56H  8 1/2” x 12”

ALMOND STICK
The movers’ standard for in-field furniture scratch repair. One easy stroke and minor scratches disappear. Perfect on fine woodwork and antiques.
Model # AS-1

HUMP STRAP
Maximum strength is provided by rugged 4-ply burlap. Ends are stitched and securely bound to prevent fraying. 15’ long.
Model # VE-7
**FIRE EXTINGUISHER**
Dry chemical fire extinguisher with vehicle bracket. A must for your van or warehouse. 2.5 lb. capacity. 15 3/4” high. U/L Rating ABC
Model # 34981

**BACK SUPPORT BELT**
Provides lower back and abdominal support. Comfortable elastic material with suspenders. Velcro closure allows for the perfect fit.
- Model # BB-S 22”-30”
- Model # BB-M 28”-36”
- Model # BB-L 34”-42”
- Model # BB-XL 40”-48”
- Model # BB-XL2 46”-54”
- Model # BB-XL3 52”-60”

**IRONCLAD BOX HANDLER GLOVES**
Cloth gloves with super tacky grip. Low profile airprene knuckle protection. Terry cloth sweat wipe built into thumb. Velcro wrist closure. Sizes M through XL.
Model # ICG-(size)

**FIRST AID KIT**
Compact first aid kit includes all the necessary items for emergency first aid requirements. Slotted screw holes allow case to be mounted to the wall and easily removed for an emergency.
Model # VE-4
SAFETY TRIANGLES
Kit consists of three reflector triangles in a protective container. Designed for truckers. Sets up in seconds. Meets DOT standard MVSS 125 for highway warning devices.
Model # VE-3

SAFETY VESTS
Lightweight polyester mesh for comfort. Elastic side bands. Velcro closures. Day-Glow orange or yellow with reflective stripes. One size fits all from Medium to 6-XL.
Model # S-VEST-ORG Orange
Model # S-VEST-YEL Yellow

SAFETY CONES
Constructed of durable bright orange vinyl. Easy stacking and weatherproof. Weighted bottom to withstand traffic generated winds.
Model # SC-12 12” High
Model # SC-18 18” High
Model # SC-36 36” High

WHEEL CHOCKS
These rubber wheel chocks are built to OSHA requirements and will not gouge tires if run over. Designed for maximum traction on almost any surface.
Model # 44203
X-TYPE LOCKS
2” wide laminated steel body with 5 anti-pick solid brass pins. Dual locking hardened steel shackle. Shackle clearance 1 1/4” Vertical, 1” Horizontal. Includes 1 key.
Model # XTKA
SUPER SAVINGS!

MASTERLOCK PRO LOCK
Masterlock Pro Series Weather Tough™ padlock with 2 1/8” wide steel case and 5-pin W6000 removable cylinder. Replaceable 5/16” diameter case-hardened boron alloy steel shackle. Shackle clearance 1 1/8” vertical, 7/8” horizontal. Dual hardened steel balls lock each shackle leg independently. Weather resistant thermal plastic lock cover and cylinder dust cover. Include 2 brass keys.
Model # 6121KA

MASTERLOCK PRO LOCK-COLORED
Built to the same specification as the Masterlock Pro Series Weather Tough™ padlock. Colors make it easy to customize lock system. 6 New VIBRANT colors!
Model # 6121KA-COLOR

PADLOCK CHAINS
Securely chain your lock to your truck. Prevent lock loss or theft. 12 per box
Model # 71-CH

KINGPIN LOCK
Steel king-pin lock fits all king pins. Prevent your trailer from getting stolen. Heavy duty lock is easy to use.
Model # KPL-1
SECURITY SEALS
Seals for trailers and bobtails prevent tampering and theft. Aluminum seals are 8 1/2” long. Embossed seal numbers allow easy tracking. Seals can be embossed with company name with minimum order.
Model # TS-8 100/set

SECURITY SEALS
Seals for trailers and bobtails prevent tampering and theft. Intermodal 3/8” bolt-style security seal. 3/8” x 2-1/2” long w/ lased locking case w/ steel cs. Numbered seals numbers allow easy tracking.
Model # TS-BOLT (Sold by the Each)

STEEL PLATES
Metal plates are perfect to help roll over floor cracks, elevator cracks and door thresholds. 11 gauge.
Model # SP2436 24” x 36”
Model # SP3636 36” x 36”

WALK BOARDS
Lightweight walk boards are designed for one person to handle with ease. 36” wide fits easily in the back of any van. Made with sturdy 1/2” plywood top, 1 1/4” tubing support underneath and 1/8” steel end plates. Coated with grip tread.
Model # 1377 7’ 6” 700 lb. cap. 70 lbs.